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The Sixty Families

As FAMILIES have grown and intertwined, as incomes have been ap-

portioned among many dynastic heirs, the tremendous revenues

accruing to the family entities have eluded proper notice. It has been

assumed that the relative profusion of large individual incomes be-

tokens a rather wide dispersal of great wealth, at least throughout

the upper class. This is not the case, however, as is disclosed both

when fortunes are analyzed from a family standpoint and when a

count is made of the numerous nonwealthy, relics of a more prosper-

ous day, that clutter the Social Register.

Although the Rockefeller and Ford fortunes exceed $1,000,000,000

each, there are several families whose accumulations closely approach
these in magnitude. And the Rockefeller fortune is only one large

segment of the vast Standard Oil Trust, representing no more than

one quarter of the original joint participation. Other great Standard

Oil fortunes, to mention only the inner conclave, are those of the

Harknesscs, Whitneys, Paynes, Flaglers, Rogers, Bedfords, and

Pratts. In the outer conclave are the Pierces, Archbolds, Folgers,

Chesebroughs, and Cutlers. The Jennings, the Benjamins, and some

other families are also part of the Standard Oil alliance.

One may deduce the taxable net incomes from the 1924 tax returns,

and the entire accumulation represented by such incomes at five

per cent, but in so doing it must be remembered that the large

fortunes have unknown reserve funds in tax-exempt securities and

utilize legal loopholes, such as family corporations, to escape their

full tax assessments. Estimates and appraisals from authoritative

corollary sources, which will be cited, show that one can achieve a

general approximation by multiplying by three the size of the for-

tunes and income indicated by the tax returns, providing for legal
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deductions up to fifteen per cent of income for noncommercial in-

vestments, for paper losses, for tax-exempt income, and for some of

the deductions based upon miscellaneous technicalities.

The table (pages 26-27), assembled on the above basis (working
back to income from the rate of tax indicated by each individual

payment) and checked against official appraisals and declarations,

some of which are cited later, sets forth the number of members of

each of the sixty richest families that in 1924 paid Federal income

taxes, under the family name, on the aggregate amount of taxable

income shown (persons not using the family name are arbitrarily

omitted or classified with the family whose name they use; there

are a few omissions which will be mentioned).

The reader should take special note of the names in the accom-

panying tabulation and should observe their recurrence throughout

the narrative. These are the principal subjects of our inquiry. These,

with few exceptions, constitute the living core of American capi-

talism.

The tax figures in the following were taken from The New Yor^

Times, September i to 15, 1925. Each individual income was first

ascertained from each individual tax before it was added into the

family group. As all these families have diversified holdings, the

indicated source of income refers only to the primary source.

Where evidence could not be found that large 1924 incomes recurred

annually the families were excluded. Nonrecurring income is most

frequently obtained from realized capital gains, i. e., profits from

properties sold.

Certain omissions stem from the fact that some fortunes are en-

tirely concentrated in tax-exempt securities and portions of others

are so invested. The late Senator James G. Couzens of Michigan,
one of the original Ford investors, who died in 1936 leaving an estate

officially appraised at more than $30,000,000, is not included in the

tabulation because his holdings were almost entirely of government
securities and he regularly paid only a very small income tax. Henry
L. Doherty, the public utilities operator, paid no tax for 1924, nor

did J. Ogden Armour, Louis F. Swift, John R. Thompson, Jr., and

some others.

The composition of the investment portfolios of the families
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would, of course, determine the precise amount of the fortune trace-

able through the tax returns. Two persons with identical incomes,

one derived from a fortune concentrated fifty per cent in tax-exempt

securities and another from a fortune invested to the extent of twenty-

five per cent in tax-exempt securities, would pay different Federal

taxes. It is manifestly impossible to delve into the composition of in-

vestments, but where prominent families appear toward the end of

the list, families like the Goulds, Hills, and Drexels, whose claims

to great wealth are well known it is probable that large propor-

tions of their invisible holdings are in tax-exempt securities. They

may also be held in family corporations, of which there are many

reporting under neutral names.

Another difficulty that interposes in attempting to spread a statis-

tical panorama of the great fortunes is that rates of profit from in-

vestments vary. Investments bring in from three per cent to several

hundred per cent, although high percentages of the latter variety are

only occasional. Du Pont profits during the war were several hun-

dred per cent; some of R. Stanley Dollars shipping investments after

the war, based upon fat politically-invoked government subsidies,

yielded a return of several thousand per cent. It should be remem-

bered, of course, that in dealing with the fortunes we are concerned

with entities that are in flux, that are subject to constantly changing
valuations.

The inability to produce precise figures on fortunes, rather than

approximations, results, then, from no fault in plan or method, but

rather from the extreme secrecy with which statistics on fortunes

are guarded and from the very nature of fortunes. In individual in-

stances the multiplication by three of the net fortune upon whose

income a tax was paid may result in some distortion, but this appears

to be the only way in which to obtain a general approximation; and

as the method gives generally accurate results, the picture as a whole

is not overdrawn. Rather is it very conservative. The absence of de-

tailed figures about these accumulations, in an age which literally

flaunts a chaos of statistics about subjects of little general interest, is

clearly the fault of a government that at most times has been pecul-

iarly sensitive to the wishes of millionaires.

Apart from the omissions of revenues from tax-exempt securities,
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there are other omissions from the tabulation some purposeful, be-

cause, although the individual incomes were large, they did not com-

pare at all with the vast family concentrations or with the biggest

individual payments. In certain cases, on the other hand, it was im-

possible to allocate income to any single family. For example, income

of the Hutton-Post-Woolworth-McCann-Donahue group, emanating
from three distinct fortunes, could not be attributed to any single

family, and the individual segments of each of these fortunes were

not large enough to be included with our biggest families. The

Hutton-Post-Woolworth-McCann-Donahue combination belongs,

however, among our sixty leading families. Seven persons in this

group (and this does not by any means include all) paid taxes on

a gross indicated fortune of $165,600,000.

Certain of the less wealthy family dynasties, that resemble the rich-

est families in every respect except the size of their accumulations, have

been left out of the tabulation although they will appear now and

then in our narrative. Among these are the Aldriches; the Candlers

(Coca-Cola); the Cannons (textiles); the Dollars (shipping); the

Huntingtons (shipping); the Swifts (packing); the Fleischmanns

(yeast and distilling) ; the Pulitzers (publishing) ; the Goelets (real

estate and the Chemical Bank and Trust Company); the Grays

(tobacco) ; the Bradys (public utilities) ; the Harrimans (railroads) ;

the Heinzes (pickles); the Kresses (retail stores); the Lewisohns

(copper) ; the Hearsts (publishing and mining) ; the Manvilles (as-

bestos); the Elkins; the Mills-Reids (mining and publishing); the

McFaddens and McLeans, both of Philadelphia; the McClintics; the

Phillipses, of Rhode Island; the Twomblys; the Weyerhaeusers (lum-

ber and shipping); the Cudahys (packing), and quite a few others.

Some omissions have been made necessary by the studiously hap-

hazard way in which the tax figures were issued. The legislation

enabling the publication of the figures even in jumbled form was

understandably very unpopular with the rich, who were able to get

it repealed before the 1925 figures were issued; public opinion would

be greatly embittered, to be sure, if the monotonous yearly recurrence

of stupendous individual revenues could be observed. The assembling
of the figures for each family was therefore not without difficulty,

for they could not be presented by the newspapers in orderly fashion,
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even had the newspapers so desired to present them. No attempt was

made to include in the tabulation the collateral descendants of the

large fortune-builders; were they included (and it would be neces-

sary to obtain the co-operation of the Bureau of Internal Revenue for

this to be done) each accumulation would be projected on a greatly

enlarged scale. It is well to take note of this important fact.

Both the Dorrance (Campbell Soup) and Hartford (Great Atlantic

and Pacific Tea) tax payments appear to have been overlooked by the

journalists who combed the confused lists issued by the Bureau of

Internal Revenue. Purposely omitted from our tabulation are in-

dividual fortunes not placed on a family basis, and among these are

the accumulations of George W. Eastman of the Eastman Kodak

Company, Andrew Carnegie (evidently concentrated in tax-exempt

securities), Charles M. Schwab (whom Clarence W. Barron ap-

praised at $40,000,000 after examining Schwab's records), H. C.

Frick, Frederick H. Prince, Harvey S. Firestone, Edward L. Doheny,

Harry F. Sinclair, E. L. Cord, Walter P. Chrysler, Samuel Zemurray,
Leonor F. Loree, Earl D. Babst, and Harrison Williams. These men

or their heirs> however, belong in the top circle of wealth for one

reason or the other, although their individual power is decidedly

limited. Whether their fortunes will eventually be placed on a per-

manent family basis is not yet certain.

The broad picture is shown, however, in the tabulation. Only the

Morgan group represents a nonfamily collection of incomes. As the

Morgan incomes do not derive in a primary sense from property

ownership they will be given special notice.

The conservative character of the results obtained by multiplying

the taxed fortunes by three, in order to obtain the size of the whole

fortune, may be illustrated. The estate of Thomas Fortune Ryan,
who died in 1928, was officially appraised at approximately $135,-

000,000, and this may be compared with $108,000,000, his indicated

total fortune in 1924. Allowing for the rise in securities values be-

tween 1924 and the time of the appraisal, the figure for 1924 would

seem to be almost exact. The largest individual estate ever appraised

in New York was that of Payne Whitney, who died in 1927 worth

$186,000,000, which may be compared with the valuation in the fore-

going table of $322,000,000 on the joint fortune of four Whitneys.
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Payne Whitney's share in the group of four, on the basis of a tax pay-

ment of $1,676,626, is computed at approximately $220,000,000. The

fortune of six members of the Field family is given at $180,000,000 in

the tabulation, which may be compared with $120,000,000 as the

appraised approximate value of the estate of Marshall Field I in 1906.

J. P. Morgan's Federal tax in 1924 was $574,379 on about $1,500,000

of income. This in turn was five per cent on $30,000,000 and multiply-

ing this by three we obtain $90,000,000. The estate he inherited in

1913 was officially valued at $77^465,975.38, but about $20,000,000 of

cash had to be disbursed for specific bequests to various members

of the family and was replaced only by the sale of the Morgan art

collection which had been lent not given, as a gullible public had

fondly supposed to the Metropolitan Museum of Art; there was, of

course, a futile storm of public indignation when the younger Morgan

calmly repossessed himself of his father's art treasure. It is not too

much to assume an appreciation of only $13,500,000 in this fortune

from 1913 to 1924.

The taxable Phipps fortune is set at $29,700,000 in our tabulation

and the multiplied fortune at $89,100,000. Yet Clarence W. Barron,

the late editor of The Wall Street Journal, gave credence to the report

that the Phippses actually represent $6oo,ooo,ooo.
1

If Barren's infor-

mation was correct, it would indicate a tremendous nontaxable

revenue accruing to the Phippses, who were among the original

participants in the Carnegie Steel Company.

John T. Dorrance, head of the Campbell Soup Company, made a

fine art of concealing his wealth. Until his death in 1930 it was not

known that he was worth $120,000,000 and would leave the third

largest estate of record outside New York until Richard B. Mellon left

$200,000,000. The estate consisted of $80,000,000 of Campbell Soup

Company stock and $35,000,000 of United States government bonds.

As the Campbell Soup Company was privately owned, revenues of

stockholders could be concealed; they could be disbursed in part as

nontaxable stock dividends or could simply be transferred into sur-

plus, enhancing the value of the shares but involving no taxable

money transfer.

But even by surveying estates that have been made public one docs

not gain precise knowledge of the greatest fortunes. The former
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holdings of John D. Rockefeller, Sr., were transferred privately to his

son, who will presumably pass them on with similar discreetness to

his own children. And even the recorded estates often represent

merely residuary fragments. Huge sums have been transferred to rel-

atives, to privately controlled foundations, and to family corporations

in very many cases before the death of the owner. This accounts for

the relatively modest size of estates left by men like Otto H. Kahn,

who was popularly said to be "broke."

One special factor that makes the fortunes seem unduly small

when projected from the 1924 tax figures and contrasted with official

appraisals was the amazing administration of the Treasury Depart-

ment by Andrew W. Mellon. Under this very wealthy man the widest

latitude in the interpretation of tax laws was allowed people of wealth,

as was subsequently revealed in a Senate investigation. It may there-

fore be that a closer approximation to the actual fortunes would be

obtained by multiplying the taxed fortunes of 1924 by four.

For contemporary purposes, moreover, it would be best to regard

most of the 1924 fortunes as enhanced by 25 per cent, for it is the

opinion of conservative economists that the secular rate of increase in

wealth in the United States is 2 per cent annually; and the fortunes

grow with the country.

Certain of the individuals in the 1924 Federal tax list are now

dead, but this does not alter significantly the status of the fortunes

which, in almost all cases, were passed on to children or other rela-

tives. To discuss the details of transfer would unnecessarily com-

plicate the exposition.

II

Very few persons of great wealth classify as newly rich. The only

comparatively recent fortune of the first magnitude is that of Henry

Ford, and its formidable proportions were discernible as long ago
as 1917. The Dorrance fortune was created between 1910 and 1920,

and the only other large, relatively recent accumulation appears to

be that of the five Fisher brothers of Detroit, who were worth $196,-

500,000 on the basis of 1924 tax figures and were reported by Barron

to represent $1,000,000,000. Walter P. Chrysler, motorcar manufac-

turer, has survived the intense competition in the automotive in-
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dustry furnished by the Morgans, Du Fonts, Fishers, and Fords; but

it is not yet entirely clear whether he will emerge with his holdings

intact and whether they will be large. The Hartford and Woolworth

fortunes are of prewar vintage.

The only noteworthy postwar fortune belongs to Floyd B. Odium,
a Morgan corporation executive formerly with the Electric Bond and

Share Company, and it is probably not very large. Odium formed

the Atlas Corporation, an investment trust, on the basis of a $40,000

investment in 1924. This enterprise now participates in nearly every

industry, having acquired its equities at extreme depression lows.

The New Yor% Times of April 23, 1933, reported that Atlas Corpo-
ration then owned assets aggregating $100,000,000. Atlas assets are

valued now at more than double this sum; the corporation is prob-

ably the biggest investment trust in the world. Odium has been des-

ignated, with some truth, the sole newcomer to win in the great

postwar boom and collapse.

It is a common popular error to suppose that men like Owen D.

Young, of the General Electric Company; Walter S. Gifford, of the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company; Thomas W. La-

mont, of J. P. Morgan and Company; Albert H. Wiggin, until re-

cently head of the Chase National Bank; Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., of

General Motors; and Walter C. Teagle, of the Standard Oil Com-

pany of New Jersey, are leaders in the entourage of great wealth.

Such figures, carefully publicized, are merely executives for the main

groups of banking capital that represent the golden dynasties. These

men have no independent power; they do not speak for themselves

any more than do actors on a stage.

The importance of men like Lamont, Wiggin, and Sloan should

not, however, be underestimated. Each has considerable wealth in

his own right and before the World War would, perhaps, have been

considered on his way to becoming a nabob of the first degree; but

the power of each has been vastly greater than his personal wealth

would indicate simply because it is concentrated power individually

delegated to them by many wealthier men. Only the vastness of

other accumulations has thrown their personal accumulations into

second and third place. These men, however, cannot be judged on

a quantitative basis; they must be approached from the qualitative
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standpoint. They arc the virtuosi of capitalism, who do the work

while beneficiaries of trust funds gamble at Biarritz or chase ele-

phants through Africa.

An extraordinarily complex and resourceful personality like

Thomas W. Lament, who has been the brains of J. P. Morgan and

Company throughout the postwar period and was a mentor of

Woodrow Wilson in Wilson's second administration as well as of

President Herbert Hoover throughout his fateful single term in the

White House, has exercised more power for twenty years in the

western hemisphere, has put into effect more final decisions from

which there has been no appeal, than any other person. Lamont, in

short, has been the First Consul de facto in the invisible Directory of
\

postwar high finance and politics, a man consulted by presidents,!

prime ministers, governors of central banks, the directing intelligence

behind the Dawes and Young Plans. Lamont is Protean; he is a

diplomat, an editor, a writer, a publisher, a politician, a statesman

an international presence as well as a financier. He will be given

more attention later.

Just as few new fortunes have been brought to port in the past

twenty years, so have few foundered, despite economic storms. In

the depression of 1920-21 the Armour fortune shrank seriously, but

$25,000,000 was recouped through the accidental medium of a once

worthless oil company stock into which the late Ogden Armour had

placed a small sum on speculation. In the more recent collapse of

1929-33 the inherited fortune of Clarence W. Mackay underwent

considerable downward revision. The Nash fortune appears to have

been reduced also. The Lees and Higginsons of Boston, secondary

figures, were seriously involved in the debacle of Ivar Kreuger, in-

ternational adventurer who was himself never wealthy but was

merely striving in time-sanctioned ways to achieve riches. Samuel

Insull was only a corporation promoter for a Chicago group headed

by the Fields; he had no independent status, as was shown when the

Morgan banks foreclosed on the Insull properties. The Van Swerin-

gens were mere bubbles inflated by J. P. Morgan and Company.
These partial casualties aside, no great private accumulations have

been more than passingly embarrassed for many decades. It is a far

cry to the days of Daniel Drew and John W. Gates when the quota-
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tions of the stock market could pronounce doom on a multimillion-

aire, although they can still embarrass a mere millionaire. Conversely,

few who were poor in 1921 are not still in the same harsh circum-

stances. The rigid state of affairs lends point to the conclusions of

Professor Sorokin that may have seemed premature in 1925.

Ill

! The big fortunes of America are mobilized in protective phalanxes

j'

that recall feudal dynastic alignments wherein many small but power-
: ful families pledged allegiance to one dominant family of more than

I average strength, courage, daring, and intelligence, and obtained

i mutual benefits.

The Morgans may be likened to American Bourbons who have

slowly, remorselessly, broken down the power of scores that refused

to bend the knee, surrounding themselves with a host that accepts

Morgan leadership. The Rockefellers may be likened to the Haps-

burgs; the Mellons to the Hohenzollerns, the Du Fonts to the

Romanovs, etc. Whereas the tided dynasties of feudal Europe divided

the continent territorially, their untitled American capitalist counter-

parts have divided their continent by industries. This division was,

of course, not conscious at first. A distinct advantage enjoyed by the

American millionaires, incidentally, is that their power is not recog-

nized by titles which would serve continually to remind the average

citizen of their exalted status.

The private banking partnerships and the informal alliance are

the ramparts behind which the dominant families deploy. In order

of importance these private banking partnerships are J. P. Morgan
and Company; Kuhn, Loeb and Company; Brown Brothers Harri-

man and Company; Lehman Brothers; Dillon, Read and Company;

Bonbright and Company (Morgan) ; Lazard Freres; J. and W. Selig-

man; Speyer and Company; Goldman, Sachs and Company; Hall-

garten and Company, and Ladenburg, Thalmann and Company.
Certain families operate without benefit of partnership. The Mel-

lons, for example, work directly through the big commercial banks

of Pittsburgh, which they control. The Du Fonts have a family hold-

ing company, the Christiana Corporation, which, according to John

J. Raskob, gives them the largest industrial participation of any
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family in the United States. J. P. Morgan and Company, however,

includes the Du Fonts among its supporting families. The Rocke-

fellers function through the Chase National Bank of New York,

largest commercial bank in the nation. Ford has the Ford Motor

Company and enters the money market through the National City J
Bank. The Warburgs and Schiffs function through Kuhn, Locb

and Company, the Lehmans through the partnership of Lehman

Brothers. A few families function primarily through their own law

firms; two that do this are the Clark family of the Singer

Sewing Machine fortune and the Taft family (Cincinnati real estate).

As we have observed, Morgan is not the wealthiest of our wealthy

men. He derives his unique and perhaps unprecedented power from

the massed resources of the many families and their corporations

that stand behind him. The allegiance of these families was gradually

won over a period of many decades by Morgan prestige, earned by a

demonstrated ability in ruthless financial statesmanship and political

intrigue exercised on behalf of the rich. The individual partners of

J. P. Morgan and Company are not, by strict standards, independ-

ently wealthy, but they are men gifted in many ways and possessed

of extraordinary financial acumen that is placed at the service of

the Morgan clients; they are, too, adept in making oddly assorted

but potent connections throughout the political and social fabric.

Their rewards are fees, commissions, and opportunities to participate

individually and collectively in tig financial coups. Some of them,

like the late Dwight W. Morrow, are not exclusively money-minded,
and probably get their principal recompense in the satisfaction of

participating in consequential intrigues. Contrary to the impression

even in relatively well-informed quarters, the versatile Morgan part-

ners themselves own very little stock in corporations, as was proved

by recent corporation reports to the Federal Securities and Exchange
Commission. It is the Morgan clients that own the stock; J. P. Morgan
and Company merely sees that the big stockholders are served in

accordance with expectations.

J. P. Morgan and Company delights to baffle inquiring senators

and the public alike by pointing out blandly, of late through the

slyly debonair T. W. Lamont, how slight are the holdings of the

partners in various corporations. The most salient instance in which
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the Morgans referred to their puny participation was in rejoinder

]
to the weighty charge that they maneuvered America into the

|
World War, when J. P. Morgan and Company was purchasing agent

I for the Allies at a commission of one per cent. Of the hundreds of

firms dealt with, the Morgan partners stress, always with tongue
in cheek (it is to be hoped), that they held shares in only eleven,

and these shares amounted to no more than three per cent of all

outstanding.

The House of Morgan does not need to own much property; it

has, instead, a technique which it merchandises, and thus escapes the

very real risks of property ownership.

Whereas J. P. Morgan and Company has often been sternly criti-

cized, the record shows that in recent decades its clients, excepting

the Du Fonts, have scarcely been mentioned in condemnation. The

banking firm, absorbing the blows of public opinion, acts as a great

buffer between the public and the ultimate beneficiaries of collective

acts and policies that stir up public resentment.

The Morgan firm and its affiliated commercial banks act, broadly,

on behalf of such tremendous accumulations as those of the Vander-

bilts, Goulds, Drexels, Wideners, Berwinds, Phippses, Hills, Dukes,

Ryans, McCormicks, Bakers, Du Ponts, Fishers, Fields, Jameses, and

others. All these families, it should now be clear, own more wealth

than the individuals they deputize to watch over their interests. In

general, they leave most of the supervision of fiscal affairs to J. P.

Morgan and Company, or act upon Morgan advice, knowing it to

be in their own interest. From time to time there are, to be sure,

minor shifts of allegiance as between the Morgans and the Rockefel-

lers, or the Morgans and the Mellons, but only some colossal blunder

by J. P. Morgan and Company in serving its clients could lessen its

power substantially. (Had Germany won the war, for example, J.

P. Morgan and Company would surely have gone on the rocks.)

The massed voting power of the stocks and bonds of its client fami-

lies is utilized, except in unusual instances, in accord with the formal

decision of the Morgan partners in meeting assembled.

J. P. Morgan and Company has branches in Philadelphia, London,

and Paris. The principal commercial banks in which it exercises

dominance are die Guaranty Trust Company of New York, the
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Bankers Trust Company, the First National Bank of New York, and

the New York Trust Company. Guaranty Trust is the third largest

bank in the nation, trailing after Chase National and National City,

respectively. But the four Morgan commercial banks collectively

outweigh both Chase National and National City in total assets,

deposits, and resources.

Neither the Morgan firm nor its partners own much stock in any
of these banks. There are Morgan partners or executives on all their

boards, however, and the final decision on their operation, as all

of Wall Street knows, is made by the Morgan partners. Naturally,

J. P. Morgan and Company, desirous of minimizing the public con-

ception of its power, denies this. Except for the Bakers at the First

National, the Morgan banks* executives are hired men who on their

own account represent no vast accumulation. Significantly, Morgan

partners preponderate on the executive committees of the banks, ex-

cepting the First National. Thomas W. Lamont is chairman of the

executive committee of the Guaranty Trust Company.

The total extent of Morgan power in American industry and
finance defies statistical measurement. We can, however, list 35
banks, insurance companies, etc., and 60 nonfinancial corporations.
... If we include companies tied in a similar way ... we find an-

other f16,200,000,000 of assets, in 16 banks, insurance companies, etc.,

and in 26 miscellaneous corporations.

These 51 banks, etc., and 86 nonbanking corporations with their

combined assets of $46,200,000,000 include foreign corporations with

over three billion of assets. The American total nearly 43 billion

represents nearly one-sixth the total wealth of all corporations in the

United States.

But like a medieval fortress, this inner stronghold is surrounded

by open stretches on which maneuvers can take place only with the

knowledge and good will of the ruling lord. Morgan control shades

off into Morgan dominance and dominance shades off into Morgan
influence. . . . We can list over 80 banks and other corporations with

$16,500,000,000 of assets, mostly in some degree under Morgan in-

fluence. . . . These various connections, with their varying degrees
of control, dominance and influence, bring roughly $77,600,000,000
of corporation assets into some relation to the Morgan groups. . . .

The total within the United States over $72,000,000,000 as of Jan-

uary i, 1932 is more than one-fourth of American corporate wealth.
2
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At least thirty-six large nonbanking corporations with assets total-

ing about $22,000,000,000 liave some direct connection with the John
D. Rockefeller interests,

8

Aligned with the Mellons are various Pennsylvania and Ohio

families, small but nevertheless collectively powerful owing to the

leadership of the Mellons, with their extensive personal stake.

We find the Mellon group dominant in about 35 banks and in-

surance companies and in about 40 nonfinancial corporations having
total combined assets of $4,250,000,000. . . . The Mellon group is

directly or indirectly represented ... in other banks and corpora-
tions having about $13,000,000,006 of total assets. This larger group
includes eleven banks and corporations clearly under Morgan influ-

ence, with assets of $6,000,000,000; and three companies close to

Kuhn, Loeb & Co., with assets of $4,000,000,000; and 29 other banks

and corporations with assets of $2,900,000,000.*

Kuhn, Loeb partners hold few directorships and exercise their in-

fluence in nonfinancial corporations chiefly through giving technical

financial advice. But by a long-established relationship they are a

definite power not only in several railroads but in a few other com-

panies, including Western Union Telegraph Co., Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co. (with Mellon, and now with Rockefel-

ler also), U. S. Rubber Co. (now with Du Pont), and Hudson and
Manhattan R. R. Co 6

Both the Schiff and Warburg families arc represented by Kuhn,
Loeb and Company, which participates in the Bank of Manhattan

and the Chemical Bank and Trust Company. In the former the two

families are associated with the moderately wealthy Stephen Baker

group and in the latter with the Gerry-Goelets. Both these institu-

tions are classed as independent, i. e., they are free of the Morgans
and the Rockefellers.

Lehman Brothers is fully as important as Kuhn, Loeb and Com-

pany, both because of its mercantile connections and its eminence

in New York State politics. The partners of this firm, representing
the Governor of New York State and the numerous other members

of the Lehman family, whose combined fortune at 1924 levels was at

least $129,000,000, or sixteenth in the nation, own approximately

twenty per cent of the stock of the Corn Exchange Bank and Trust

Company, a large commercial institution with much prestige and
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many branches. This bank is in a position to become to the Lehmans

what Chase is to the Rockefellers and the "Big Four" is to J. P,

Morgan and Company. The Commercial National Bank and Trust

Company of New York, a $100,000,000 enterprise; the Lehman Cor-

poration, a $100,000,000 investment trust; and the Pan-American

Trust Company (the old Harbor State Bank) are also dominated

by the Lehmans. The second largest interest in this last, newly reor-

ganized and expanded institution is held by the National Bank

of Mexico, biggest commercial bank below the Rio Grande. The

power of the Lehmans, like that of the Mellons before 1920, is hardly

appreciated; like the power of the Morgans, it undoubtedly exceeds

the size of their personal holdings. By marriage the Lehmans are

linked to the Lazard Freres partners.

The National City Bank, second largest in the country, is in cer-

tain respects the most remarkable of all Wall Street institutions. It

is not uniquely connected with any private partnership and, in-

stead of representing one or two dominant families, since the Rocke-

feller group left it, it has represented a coalition of moderately

powerful families, no one of which gives full allegiance to any finan-

cial overlord, and each one of which insistently presses for its own

desires, often irrespective of the wishes of the Wall Street commu-

nity. This circumstance has made National City something of a buc-

caneer in recent Wall Street history, when other banks have evinced

a disposition to settle down to the quietly lucrative practices of the

experienced English banks. Until 1929 the National City group was

intent upon defending its pre-eminence against the Chase National

Bank, but has not been able to withstand the Rockefeller influence

in Chase.

For many years National City was ruled as a family stronghold

by the Stillman, Pyne, Taylor, Dodge, and William and Percy Rocke-

feller families. It was long known as a Rockefeller institution, be-

cause the close partners of John D. Rockefeller men like John D.

Archbold and Henry H. Rogers used it as a bludgeon in their wars

of aggrandizement. This use of the bank was conspicuous in the

great copper war early this century when the forces of F. Augustus
Heinzc were vanquished.

In* time the principal Rockefeller allegiance was transferred to
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the smaller Equitable Trust Company and then in 1929, to the Chase.

The William Rockefeller faction remained, however, with the Still-

mans, Taylors, and Pynes, in the National City Bank. The Pratts

took over the Brooklyn Trust Company as their instrument of per-

sonal action, although they still listen closely to counsel from the other

Rockefeller clansmen.

As National City in the postwar years came to represent a diverse

coalition Henry Ford, ever suspicious of banking capital owing to

its many abortive attempts to ruin him, began using it for his com-

mercial business. He is believed in Wall Street to hold National City

stock indirectly, but his spokesmen strenuously deny this. The Fords,

however, are known to hold stock in large Detroit banks that are

National City correspondents.

National City's leading stockholder is A. P. Giannini, the Italian-

American who is the outstanding factor in California banking. Al-

though his share in National City, held through the Transamerica

Corporation, is as extensive as that of the Rockefellers in Chase Na-

tional, his influence in National City is not comparable to that of

the Rockefellers in their bank, for Giannini lacks the backing of

many wealthy families or informal alliances.

The second largest stockholder in National City is J. P. Morgan
and Company which obtained its National City interest largely by
a fluke. J. P. Morgan and Company, traditionally ready to make per-

sonal loans to non-Morgan commercial bank chieftains (thus bring-

ing them under its wing), in 1929 lent money to Charles E. Mitchell,

former National City chairman, on the security of his National City

stock. When Mitchell could not liquidate the loan, the collateral was

quietly pre-empted by J. P. Morgan and Company. Morgan's pre-

war interest in National City had previously been relinquished.

The Stillman and William Rockefeller clique is the third largest

National City stockholding factor.

National City is unique in that it has more than seventy-five foreign

branches scattered over the globe; no other American bank has even

five. National City has, consequently, corralled the business of the

large importing and exporting interests and has been a significant

factor in inducing the State Department from time to time to adopt
or to modify aggressive diplomatic attitudes.
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Over and above all others, most of the important copper and other

nonferrous metal interests came to look to this institution for bank-

ing guidance, largely because copper is the institution's main eco-

nomic foundation. Ever since 1895 the National City has acted for

the Anaconda Copper Mining Company (Amalgamated Copper

Company), which in 1929 produced more than forty per cent of the

world's copper. The bank's copper dominance has brought into its

orbit, partially or entirely, such mining lords as William Randolph

Hearst, the Guggenheims, the Lewisohns, the Phelps-Dodges, the

Nichols, and others.

The realty-owning Goelets, as we have observed, bulk large in

the Chemical Bank and Trust Company. They are also important
stockholders in the Fulton Trust Company, largest of institutions

that supervise personal trusts. The big Central Hanover Bank and

Trust Company is ruled by William Woodward, race-track sports-

man, who inherited it from his father; it is the only one of the prewar

personal banking institutions left unattached to an outstanding

bloc.

The Irving Trust Company operates on behalf of many relatively

small groups that, however, are strong in union. Its dominant voice

appears to be the Skinner textile family, and the bank is consequently

a force in the textile field; but the Du Fonts are said recently to have

become heavy stockholders. The Equitable Trust Company was

owned by Chase National, was sold to Charles Hayden, and is now
owned by the Manufacturers Trust Company; the Farmers Loan

and Trust Company is owned by National City. Excepting the very

old and conservative Bank of New York and Trust Company, which

functions largely on behalf of the scions of the pre-Civil War land

fortunes, and the staid Fifth Avenue Bank, favorite of dowagers,

this virtually exhausts the New York banking field.

Leading Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston banks are no more

than appendages of these institutions, operating independently only

in strictly local affairs, a fact officially established as long ago as 1912

during the Pujo Money-Trust investigation.

All the financially dominant families are held together in their

banking allegiances by a share in a single major type of enterprise

or economic province. Their banks specialize in some single basic
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industry, or cluster of related industries, although fingers may stray

into many other profitable economic pies. J. P. Morgan and Company
and its affiliated banks have long dominated the provinces of steel,

coal, and railroads. The Rockefellers control the province of petro-

leum through the Chase National Bank. The Corn Exchange Bank

has become identified, in the main, with huge retail merchandising

enterprises, but it is also the banker for the very important Allied

Chemical and Dye Corporation in which Eugene Meyer is a large

stockholder. The Mellon banks are based primarily on a monopoly
of aluminum, with petroleum, steel, coal, and railroads of subsidiary

interest.

All these groups, true enough, maintain positions throughout the

industrial fabric. But each belongs principally to that sphere in which

it wields virtually exclusive power. It has been only in certain of the

newer industries, such as electric light and power, aviation, radio,

bus transportation, chemicals, and automobiles, that in recent years

the separate groups have maneuvered against each other. Each knows

too well the punitive forces controlled by the others to hazard a

major role where another group has a virtual monopoly.
Added to the families standing behind these massive financial

phalanxes are the noncommercial foundations and insurance com-

panies which intensify industrial, financial, and political strength in

the controllers of their finances. The institutional foundations, which

may be termed impersonal fortunes, are endowed schools, univer-

sities, religious establishments, social service organizations, hospitals,

and similar undertakings. They are vital not only to financial but to

social control; the management and discretionary utilization of their

funds is in the hands of various of the Wall Street agencies of bank-

ing capital, mostly of the Rockefellers and the Morgans.

Finally, to suggest the vast amount of power wielded by such an

aggregation as J. P. Morgan and Company, let us briefly scan the

Morgan-controlled American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The assets of A. T. & T., according to Berle and Means,

6
exceed in

value the wealth of twenty-one states of the Union taken together.

Its assets, say the same authorities, are greater than those of 8,000

average-sized corporations.

J. P. Morgan and Company would, of course, deny that it controls
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A. T. & T., whose advertising stresses tnat no individual owns so

much as one per cent of its stock. Working control, however, resides

in a small Wall Street group, whose own stock is buttressed by shares

under the control of brokers, although held "for account of others."

Undisputed control a consequence of the extensive public dispersal

of more than half the company's shares is exercised by the board of

directors, and it is obviously a Morgan board. As of April 4, 1928, the

second largest stockholder was George F. Baker, Sr. (Morgan), the

seventh was Kidder, Peabody and Company (since reorganized by

J. P. Morgan and Company), and the fifteenth and sixteenth were

the estates of Mrs. A. M. Harkness and Edward S. Harkness, The

twenty largest stockholders held 4.6 per cent of stock, but there was

no one among the myriad small stockholders strong enough to dispute

their sway. The twenty largest stockholders of United States Steel,

an acknowledged Morgan corporation (acknowledged perhaps be-

cause it is not a public utility and therefore not so sensitive to criti-

cism), held only 1.7 per cent of stock at the same time.

Briefly, the greater the fractional distribution of share ownership

among small stockholders, as Berle and Means illustrate with great

detail in their epochal work, the more secure is the control of the

managing directorship. Such control, even without ownership, is !

very valuable, for it is the directors that determine who shall get the
j

orders for the vast amount of materials consumed by the corporate \

giant and who shall receive on deposit its huge wording capital. It
j

is control of other people's money that brings the greatest profits at
}

the least risk.

The Morgan men on the A. T. & T. board are George F. Baker,*

president of the First National Bank of New York; Samuel A. Well-

don, vice-president of the First National Bank of New York; John
W. Davis, chief counsel for J. P. Morgan and Company; and Myron
C. Taylor, chairman of the finance committee of the United States

Steel Corporation. The Rockefellers are represented by Winthrop
W. Aldrich, chairman of the Chase National Bank. A Boston group

closely identified with J. P. Morgan and Company is represented by
Charles Francis Adams, director of the Union Trust Company of

Boston and numerous corporations, former Secretary of the Navy,
*Died, 1937.
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and father-in-law of Henry Sturgis Morgan, J. P. Morgan's son; W.
Cameron Forbes, of J. M. Forbes and Company, a Boston enter-

prise, and former Governor General of the Philippines; George P.

Gardner, director of the Morgan-controlled General Electric Com-

pany; Thomas Nelson Perkins, lawyer; and Philip Stockton, director

of the First National Bank of Boston. The presidents of three rail-

roads dependent upon J. P. Morgan and Company for financing, two

insurance company heads, and James F. Bell, of General Mills, Inc.,

fill out the board with three A. T. & T. executives who have little

to say outside the technical field.

But A. T. & T., despite its mammoth size, is only one corner of

the Morgan empire that includes the United States Steel Corporation,

the General Electric Company, the Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, the United Gas Improvement Company of Phila-

delphia, the American and Foreign Power Company, the Electric

Bond and Share Company, the Niagara Hudson Power Corporation,

the United Corporation, Standard Brands, Inc., Montgomery Ward

and Company, International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,

the American Can Company, the Kennecott Copper Corporation,

the Newmont Mining Corporation, the Chesapeake and Ohio Rail-

road, the New York Central Railroad, General Motors Corporation,

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, and many others.

IV

Only in comparison with the social plight of the mass of citizens

do the figures on the large fortunes assume their correct relative di-

mensions. In 1892 there were only 4,047 fortunes of $1,000,000 or

more; in 1914 there were 7,509, and in the next year, owing to the

incidence of war profits, there were 10,450. The aggregate, ivccording

to Internal Revenue Bureau figures, rose to 11,800 in 1917, there to

remain for several years. But in the 1929 boom the aggregate of

$1,000,000 fortunes was pushed up to 38,889. Since then there has

been a recession to about the 1917 level.

Incomes on $1,000,000 of capital or its equivalent increased by

seventy-one per cent from 1914 to 1924
7 and by four hundred per

cent from 1914 to 1929.

Incomes of $1,000,000 derived from $20,000,000 or more of capital
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totaled only sixty in 1914 but increased to seventy-five in 1924 and to

five hundred and thirteen in 1929 an advance of seven hundred per

cent over 1914. But in the 1914-29 period gross national income in-

creased only seventy-three per cent, so that the proportionate partici-

pation of the richest class in national revenue was very much greater

in 1929 than in 1914. In the same fifteen-year period population in-

creased by twenty-four per cent, which meant many more individual

claimants to a share in the national income.

Despite the great boom in production during the war and postwar

period, only 7,369,788 citizens had taxable income ($2,000 or more)

in 1924 out of a nation of 70,000,000 adults. By 1929, with national

income increasing by leaps and bounds, the number of income-tax

payers was reduced by one-half. Even if five adult dependents are

arbitrarily allocated to each taxpayer, there remains at least one-half

the adult population which did not figure even indirectly in 1924

income-tax returns, i. e., had no taxable income.

Robert R. Doane, formerly a member of the staff of the National

Bureau of Economic Research, has shown how much is retained

under exceptionally favorable circumstances by each income class

after all expenditures.
8 His findings, based upon 1929 data, follow:

Percentage

Percentage of Distribution in

Income Class Income Saved Total Income

$1,000,000 and over 74.4 8.3

500,000 to $1,000,000 71.2 4.5

300,000 to 500,000 67.2 4.1

150,000 to 300,000 43.4 4.8

100,000 to 150,000 35.1 2.6

50,000 to 100,000 31.4 5,7

25,000 to 50,000 30. 7.7

10,000 to 25,000 21.8 10.6

5,000 to 10,000 13.9 7.5

3,000 to 5,000 11.2 14.5

2,000 to 3,000 10.6 11.5

1,000 to 2,000 4.8 14.3

1,000 and less 2.6 3.9
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This tabulation, based on Doane's computations, suggests that

capital accumulations giving annual revenue of $300,000 or more are

increased in a favorable year by more than
fifty per cent of net reve-

nue. Accumulations of $25,000 to $300,000 are increased by thirty

to 43.4 per cent of net revenue. In short, the big fortunes tend to

reproduce themselves on an enlarging scale, through the compound-

ing of revenues which it is not possible for the few beneficiaries to

expend on consumers' goods. At the same time, only a small fraction

of the lower income group is able to better its economic status, and

then only slightly. Expansion of fortunes does not proceed always

at the above rate because capital investment is limited by the market,

which in turn is restricted by the economic debility of the masses.

But the tendency is well illustrated by Doane's figures, from which

it is plain that the big fortunes, as a general rule, are automatically

driven by swollen revenues to enlarge themselves from year to year.

? Although incomes above $50,000 accounted for thirty per cent of

j
individual savings in 1929, Bureau of Internal Revenue figures show

that only 38,889 persons, or .05 of one per cent of the adult population,

j
received such incomes. (Left out of consideration are incomes from

wholly tax-exempt sources which are relatively few in number and

not of public record.) These savings, concentrated in few hands,

obviously had greater mobility and individual weight than the dif-

fuse savings of the lower income groups which were, moreover,

placed in the keeping of banks and insurance companies managed

by representatives of the higher income strata. Incomes of $25,000

and more, reported in the boom year by only 102,578 persons, or .15

of one per cent of all adults, accounted for 37.7 per cent of individual

savings.

Doane brings out very clearly that the bulk of gross revenue in the

income classes below $5,000 was expended for food, clothing, hous-

ing, transportation, and medical care.

In 1929, Doane shows, about ninety-nine per cent of all citi-

zens had gross incomes of $5,000 or less, and eighty-three per cent of

all the liquid wealth was possessed by the one per cent that received

$5,000 or more annually.
9
It is obvious that even in boom times very

many Americans, much like chattel slaves, receive, in the richest
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economic environment ever known to man, little more than enough
to reproduce and sustain themselves.

There are differences in types of income. This is illustrated in the

Department of Commerce estimate of national income for 1929 at

approximately $78,576,000,000, whereas income taxes for the same

year were paid in the same year on only $25,000,000,000 of income.

The figure for national income covered all types of money transfers

and was not income at all from an individual standpoint.

Of this national income $51,000,000,000 went into wages and sala-

ries. Were it not that most wages and salaries have to be expended

immediately for necessities, this would seem like a fair apportion-

ment. No less than 35 per cent of the gross national income, or $27,-

500,000,000, consisted of unearned or property revenues dividends,

interest, rent, royalties, and entrepreneurial withdrawals. It was

largely from these categories that the wealthy drew their income,

although bank depositors and insurance policyholders of the poorer

classes shared in interest payments. But the wealthy also dipped in

their hands for other payments, drawing huge theoretically earned

salaries and bonuses and commissions whose proportions they

themselves determined by the voting power of their stocks.

Total national savings in 1929 were about $2,400,000,000. Of this

total $1,423,000,000, or more than fifty per cent, was for the account

of corporations and only $979,000,000 was for individual account,

with the bulk of individual savings concentrated, as Doane shows,

in the income classes above $5,000.

While almost all income in the lower groups had to be released

upon receipt for necessities, less than twenty-five per cent of revenues

in the income group above $1,000,000 yearly sufficed, Doane shows,

for food, housing, transportation, health services, education, recrea-

tion, "philanthropy," clothing, and amusement. This was so even

though expenditures in the higher income group are customarily

made on a scale which, to persons unused to opulence, must seem

lavish. From the standpoint of the average citizen personal expendi-

tures of the wealthy are, indeed, lavish; from the standpoint of the

need of society for these funds the personal expenditures are, it is

equally clear, criminal; but in relation to the grand revenue accruing

to the possessors of great wealth the personal expenditures are very
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modest, almost frugal. Persons of limited means who scrimp to save

from fifty to seventy-five per cent of income are properly termed

misers, and are regarded with pitying scorn; but the rich of today en-

joy the doubly paradoxical distinction of being spendthrifts, misers,

and philanthropists simultaneously.

However one approaches the problem of income distribution, one

is confronted with substantially the same conclusion: fewer than
'

twenty per cent of the people possess nearly everything while eighty

per cent own practically nothing except chattels. Wealth itself has

become monopolized.

Not only does this contradiction bespeak extreme social weakness

in the majority, but it also argues tremendous social strength in a

minority strength which it is virtually impossible to challenge

peremptorily in our highly complex society. Authorities of conserva-
'

tive outlook may be consulted for information about the general con-

dition which exists.
10

Of 1,300,000 Americans who died in 1933 only ten thousand, or

.77 of one per cent, left taxable estates of $50,000 or more, the average

estate value being $80,000. There were 43,000,000 persons gainfully

employed in the country in 1933 but upon only 3,600,000 could in-

come taxes be effectively levied despite a lowering of the tax base

to $1,000. These conditions are not of recent origin; they are merely

present in an aggravated form.

With respect to the carefully nourished myth that the seignorial

holdings of the upper income groups are steadily disintegrating, that

they are being given away when they are not being dissipated, Robert

H. Jackson, counsel of the Internal Revenue Bureau, in testimony

before the Senate Finance Committee, August, 1935, declared:

"It is often asserted that large wealth is dissipated in three genera-

tions. ... It was doubtless once true that all a grandfather saved

from the fruits of his labor could be spent by a grandson. It is prob-

ably true today of very moderate fortunes. It is not true of large

invested fortunes under present conditions. They not only perpetuate

themselves, they grow.
"This is because they are now so large. A riotous-living heir to

one of our larger fortunes would exhaust himself before he could

exhaust the income alone of the estate. Furthermore, such estates arc
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largely perpetuated in trusts, and every legal and economic obstacle

to their dissipation is employed. . . . Most of the large estates as at

present managed, we find, not only perpetuate themselves but are

larger as they pass from generation to generation. . . ."

Very recent concrete proof of the truth of Jackson's analysis was

given on August 4, 1937, when an accounting was made to the New
York courts by the trustees of the estate of William Rockefeller,

brother of John D. Rockefeller. William Rockefeller left $50,000,000

in 1922, stipulating that a portion of income be divided among four

children and fourteen grandchildren and that the principal itself be

reserved for his great-grandchildren. From 1922 to 1937 the children

and grandchildren drew income of $9,514,834 from the estate, which

increased in value by $13,947,361 in the fifteen-year period. It is ex-

pected that about fifty great-grandchildren will inherit in 1950 an

estate which will be valued at $75,000,000 to $100,000,000 after the

payment of income to children and grandchildren.

William Rockefeller, therefore, leaves
fifty millionaires, who, if

they keep the funds in trust, may expect to leave similarly magnified
fortunes to their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.

Until Rockefeller's attorneys drew this will it had not been generally

known that one could legally transmit wealth to the fourth genera-

tion, but law to the persons in power is merely something to be

manipulated. Unless extraordinary events intervene, after 1950 there

will be two great Rockefeller dynasties every member of which will

be a millionaire or a multi-millionaire.

Even though the provision made by William Rockefeller was com-

mented upon as unusual by the newspapers, it is not extraordinary.

"The modern strategy of finance capital in tying up family trusts,"

says Professor Jerome Davis in Capitalism and Its Culture, "makes

the rise of an hereditary caste inevitable. John J. Gray, former an-

alyst and examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission, says:

'I know of but one large fortune probated in forty years not so tied

up for about one hundred years.'

"


